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Chairman Dakkra’s speech to the People of Earth:

This is Chairman Dakkra of the, known to you on planet Earth, Andromeda Council.  This 

interdimensional, intergalactic and interplanetary governance and development body, this 

great council, is, if you will, the “Mother” council of all its member high councils.

In deep space, and our biospheres, it is known by our Ambassadors & Diplomats as the:  

Galactic Council.

It is an honor to be with you, Tolec who is Head of the Council’s Earth human relations’ 

matters on the Council’s: “Joint Earth Council” sub-committee; and Adona of Star Ancestry 

who is Andromene, Director and Head of our Council’s sub-committee, Interdimensional 

Telepathy and Communication - Observation and Advisory Board.  They have been with our

Council team for thousands of your Earth years.

I, Chairman Dakkra, have been continuously informed about your ongoing Earth activities 

from our incarnated Star members during their sleep state, on Earth, to debrief us about 

their own life experiences, observations and recommendations, as well as those higher 

dimensional members that are aboard the Council's Primary Biosphere from their own 

different departments for observation, discussion and assistance to affect any potential 

clearing needed on a person by person basis,  and/or implement specific broad based 

solutions for Earth's people.  As per protocol, I review all reports, make sound decisions 

along with the rest of the members of the Council to act upon certain ideal procedures 

regarding Earth’s challenges, and provide assistance when needed to areas of the Earth 

that need our attention.

It is the goal of our Council to implement and follow the course that our Source and 

Universe have mapped out for us in readiness for Earth to enter into the intergalactic 

family of star systems and planets that are under our umbrella, so to speak.  We will 

continue to monitor the Earth's activities, and all life that exists within Earth, along with  

the constant changes within the Universe as well.

We have already placed the chosen team members in certain areas upon the Earth to 

provide appearances of different star crafts and contact with awakened star family 

members in the last few years.

Azar, our Chief Medical Officer, has her team of people from the counseling, medical and 

educational sections to monitor and upgrade the changes within the energy fields, aura 

fields and soul essence fields in the speed in which the consciousness of humanity can 

readily handle in their own levels of awakening.

Azar indicated that there are not many of humanity that are ready for this change as they 

are still in the remnants of old belief programming. She is doing everything that she can in 

her own higher dimensional knowledge of the healing arts within the Star Nations’ includ-

ing additional healing methods as shared by our Council members - to speed up the sound 

frequencies, symbolic imagery and universal vibrations that are coming in from outside this

solar system in a way that can be readily accepted by the Earth human organic form 

without it going into a 'tailspin' from high level organic tensions, stress of what is happen-



ing to the organic form and consciousness disruption in lack of understanding about the 

changes that are ongoing within the organic human form.

According to Azar, awakened incarnated star people within their Earth human organic 

forms are not exempt from the outside world’s lack of consciousness.  Azar has observed 

that these awakened ones can have a difficult time to experience the multitude of people 

not yet awakened to their own consciousness, or beyond.  She said that it is easier for 

people to follow mundane tasks, day after day, year after year.

It is much harder for those of you who are awakened to live in the middle of non-awaken 

family and friends. You are thousands of years ahead of these people in developing the 

healing arts, telepathic communications, free energy technology, Universal education, 

mental abilities, experiencing different timelines/portals/dimensions, knowledge of past/ 

present/future and observation of manifestations from other realms that comes to you 

daily as you get accustomed to them. What you need to realize is that everyone will get 

there, eventually. Some of Earth’s humanity may take longer than you awakened ones to 

reach their unique level of awakening. It is alright to be where you are and allow them to 

be where they are in life.

To those of you who are concerned about the Earth changes. Our higher dimensional 

scientists, geologists, symbologists, star mappers, technical engineers, masters of sound 

and energy, and healers are working together as Star Nations’ team members to design, 

build, create and provide the pure energy materials to work with Earth’s planetary energy 

fields, grid systems and components of Earth’s makeup to buffer the oncoming and 

ongoing energy changes that is going on with the Universe in its upgrades to the next level

of density & dimension that also adds a new dimension to its Universal mapping of the 

grids in its geometric form and sounds.

Humanity has yet to be trained in the arts of pure energy while the remnant few power 

holders kept humanity in the lower levels of energy output in the old creation of industries 

to keep humanity enslaved to its needs. 

It is up to us as the members of the Council to provide the road map within awakened 

humanity whose soul essences have the gift of engineering and technological insight to 

create and build these new technologies that can be readily used to provide energy 

sources, food platforms and clean air/water tanks to return the planet’s environmental 

state into a state of cleanliness and purity of clear skies, land and water systems.  It will 

take time to transform them into a better source for all of humanity.  Our Star people 

already have been sent to certain organizations that are working without the assistance of 

the government funds to create these energy and pure devices to be readily available to 

the cities on Earth. It will cost humanity nothing in term of the monetary system that you 

are still under at this moment in time. These devices will be shared to all of humanity.

Now, I, Chairman Dakkra want to address you as family members of the Stars who are 

incarnating on Earth right now. I have loved the people of Earth for a very long time. I have

experienced many lifetimes on many worlds without number. I do honor, love, care and 

respect all level of life forms in the Universe. 



Even though I have never incarnated on planet Earth, it is a very special planet to me. It is 

for this very reason that I am in the Chairman’s seat, in this very position on the Council, to

oversee this planet, its changes and its people.

People of Earth, you are stronger than you realize consciously, unconsciously, sub-

consciously and soul level of yourselves. I have watched you grow from civilization to 

civilization, raising your own vibrations slowly over thousands and thousands of years. I 

have seen you crumble, fall and yet, you rise up again and again within the Earth’s time-

lines. 

You, my brothers and sisters, can move mountains if you choose to do so.  Have faith 

within your own hearts, minds & souls in that you can overcome the challenges of your 

daily life. Look up to the skies, watch for us.  We are here closer than you can imagine. Our 

Star people are watching over you for you are members of their own families from their 

own star systems.

Our Star people miss you just as much as you miss them. They are waiting for you to ask 

for their help on many things. Your Star families want to give you what you have forgotten 

since your birth into this world.  Many of the Star families are excited that there are those 

of you who are awakened and acknowledge their presence on Earth.  Do you realize that 

they have been waiting for thousands of years for you to awaken to them?  How much 

more do they jump for joy and celebrate your return to them by telepathy, sleep state and 

finally, transform your bodies to enter their own dimensions…the final return to each other.

I say to you, star family members that are incarnated on Earth, be of encouragement, for 

we are walking beside you every day, monitoring your every step on this planet. I say to 

you, brothers and sisters in the organic form, walk with your head up high and look up to 

the skies for help comes to you in form of our star families. I say to you, people of Earth, do

not give up “hope” at any level of your own life experiences. I say to you, humanity, you 

are never alone…physically, mentally, emotionally and spiritually. I say to you, people of 

Earth, we of the Council form a circle at the end of each meeting, we stand up, hold hands 

and set our minds to planet of Earth and the people of Earth with love, healing, strength, 

and comfort in that we are all one in spirit.

Once a month, our Council members and I join with other Galactic Councils to send our love

and healing to all planets in need including Earth.  The images that are being displayed 

within our own telepathic minds formed together we do so for those planets that are in 

need of our focus.  Earth happens to be one of the challenging planets that we, the galactic

beings, are aware of and therefore, we spend more time working with Earth’s people by 

continuously sending love, healing and light to them.

As I close this letter to the people of Earth,  I, Chairman Dakkra, and all the Council 

members, keep you in our hearts forever.   Know that we love you to the Source and back.

Humanity, you are a special organic forms of Light that we see as sparkles of Light from 

our biospheres, motherships and scoutcrafts that circle your skies.  

As the Native Americans would say…Mitakuye Oyasin! Oyate Wicahpi!  We are all related.  

People of the Stars.  Thank you for your time to hear my speech. 

  ~ Chairman Dakkra


